The Astronomy & Astrophysics and Earth & Environmental Sciences Ph.D. programs invite junior and senior undergraduate students, particularly from backgrounds traditionally underrepresented in sciences, to visit us for a preview event. This event is an all expenses paid opportunity to explore graduate education, admissions workshops, meet world-renowned faculty and current graduate students, and learn about life in Ann Arbor. Learn about:

- State of the art research
- Full funding and admissions information
- Interdisciplinary opportunities for students with Chemistry, Physics, Biology, Geology, or Mathematics degrees

Application Deadline: September 29, 2014
Application review is conducted on a rolling basis, and admission is granted as space permits

http://goo.gl/0OORXI

Questions? Contact rackham.gss.prospective@umich.edu

Earth & Environmental Sciences:
http://www.lsa.umich.edu/earth/
Astronomy:
http://www.lsa.umich.edu/astro/